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Initiating the Change in UK
 2003 UK Government publication – Powering Future Vehicles
 The critical aspect was cross department engagement, Transport,
Industry, Treasury, Environment
 Set 10 year Clear targets for vehicles
• 10% of all new cars to be Ultra Low Emissions
• 600 new buses per annum to be Low Emissions
 Identified that the key to engagement is “Partnership approach”
 Created LowCVP – Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

What is the LowCVP?

The Low Carbon Vehicle
Partnership's mission is:
"To accelerate a sustainable shift
to low carbon vehicles and fuels in
the UK and thereby stimulate
opportunities for UK businesses”

The LowCVP is an independent, not-for
profit stakeholder partnership funded
mainly through government grants and
member contributions.

The LowCVP is the only organisation in the
UK – or Europe – which brings
stakeholders together to facilitate the
development of better policy and
accelerate the shift to low carbon vehicles
and fuels.
“The LowCVP is a unique organisation which is
effective in bringing stakeholders with widely
differing perspectives together.”
Prof Neville Jackson, Chief Technology and
Innovation Officer, Ricardo UK Ltd and Chair of the
LowCVP Board

LowCVP delivers its mission by:
 Working with Government (and other policy makers) to
enable the development and deployment of more
effective market transformation policies and programmes
 Engaging industry, stimulating and leading voluntary
industry-wide initiatives
 Ensuring consumers are properly informed about lower
carbon opportunities and benefits
 Helping UK business, especially SMEs, to benefit from the
new market opportunities
 Enhancing stakeholder knowledge and understanding and
builds consensus for sustainable change.
 Contributes to the achievement of UK government
targets for road transport carbon reductions.

“The LowCVP has been active and effective in the
discussions leading to a change in policy on bus
support. Revisions to the Bus Service Operators’
Grant will help promote the adoption of low carbon
buses. The new Green Bus Fund will be even more
significant and the LowCVP has been prominent in its
development.”
Adrian Wickens, Volvo Bus Product Planning
Manager
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Cars are a global industry, But a National Challenge
 UK market is 2M new cars per annum and no one builds a volume car
just for UK.
 UK is the only RHD market in Europe!
 UK has good manufacturing base of indigenous (EG Jaguar, Land
Rover, Vauxhall, Ford, Mini) and Transplants (Nissan, Toyota, Honda)
 UK has strong small business community in automotive

Failure – Short term policy intervention
 Governments around Europe, incentivised LPG over short term
 Registrations rose from 50,000 to 500,000 peak and dropped to 100,000
in just 4 years
 Almost All OEM’s have now pulled
out of the market
 There is now very low confidence in
Government led initiatives for
alternative fuels, which may
hamper, CNG, Hydrogen and EV uptake

Success – High Level Climate Change mandate
 UK signed The Climate Change act in 2008
 Sets binding targets for 2050
 Creates alignment across departments
 Forces all government departments to publish
plans regularly
 Creates an independent monitoring body The CCC
 Transcends political changes of government terms
 A series of “Carbon Budgets” for 5 yr objectives

Success – International New Car CO2 Fleet averages
 European manufacturers have aligned around the CO2
regulations. EU Average CO2 135.7g/km
 Target for 2015 is expected to be met, several states
and manufacturers are already there.
 Key benefit is consistent monitoring and reporting
across states
BUT….
 Regulation is complemented by an array of incentives
and mandates around Europe aligned with CO2
reduction, to stimulate demand.

Creating Market Demand – Information, Incentives, Taxation
 Consumers are slow to react and change
 Different levers work with different groups





Annual taxation seen as key to older generation
Insurance costs are critical for Younger drivers
Safety seen as critical to families
50% of new car market in UK is Company car - Taxation

 Listen to the market and ask “ how can low carbon fit this demand”
 Role of LowCVP in Countering media “Hype”

Success – Early development of national regulations
 Implemented New Car Fuel Economy Label ahead of
legislation, through voluntary agreement with OEM’s,
Government, Consumer groups
 Developed sustainability and carbon reporting
standards for Biofuels, allowing the UK to implement
the renewable transport fuels obligation

Opportunity – Consumer information for new technology
 EV and PHEV vehicles do not fit the legislated
labelling directive
 Consumers and media do not understand the
235mpg for the Ampera (Volt) vehicle
 Manufactures using different calculations for
equivalent mpg (based on price, energy etc)
 European Label Directive prescribes the figure to
use from the type approval.

Success – Offer the consumer a bargain!
 In UK we were not able to get consumers to purchase cleaner diesel
until a 1p differential in the duty rate was introduced.
 However, continual increases in fuel price have not significantly
changed travel behaviour.
 The small differentials in Vehicle Excise Duty have a disproportionate
influence on consumer choice
 Usage tax rates can drive the used car market and hence residual
values, but consumers need to be informed

Success – Progressive CO2 based taxation
 Consumer purchasing behaviours vary widely
 A portfolio of taxation gives the greatest shift





Registration Tax based on CO2
Ownership Tax Based on CO2
Fuel Duty
Progressive CO2 taxation of Company Cars has been very powerful
in UK

 These currently also significantly support Ultra low emissions
vehicle (eg EV and PHEV) uptake.

Opportunity – Support for Electric Vehicles







Government grants of 7000 Euros widely adopted across Europe
No duty or VAT on Electricity
Exemption from Congestion charge
Exemption from company car tax
Enhanced capital allowance
Free recharging points

 But……. Still uptake is very slow, consumers are not yet engaged.

Creating Market Supply - Engaging Industry
 Creation of Technology Strategy Board to channel funding
 Tying government support to Lower Carbon solutions
 Clear sequence of research, development and demonstration funding
paths

 Creation of Automotive Council, Industry Roadmaps,
 Creation of OLEV (Office for Low Emissions Vehicles) marriage
between Transport and Industrial departments of government
 Competition works to drive business behaviour
 Laying out a clear long term strategy to allow business to plan.
 Give engineers a challenge!

Opportunity – Infrastructure standards
 EU Clean Fuel Strategy aims to build a compatible infrastructure for
transport fuels across Europe
 Defines standards for Refuelling equipment and geographical spread
 Mandates the provision of fuel types irrespective of national plans
and existing development.
 Does not include specification of the fuels
 Omits new potential technology eg Inductive charging or battery
swap

Opportunity – Energy policy
 Renewable Energy Directive mandates all European
countries to increase the proportion of energy from
renewable sources to 20% by 2020 with 10% in transport.
 Governments have not put in place measures to deliver,
(UK has no clear plan after RTFO ends in 2014)
 There is no clear fuel specification plan for manufacturers
to design vehicles towards
 Debate over sustainability of biofuels has undermined
confidence in public and industry
 Disastrous introduction of E10 to German Market

Success – Moving Beyond Tailpipe
 UK Green Bus Fund regulation give incentives to
vehicles defined as Low Carbon Emission Bus
 The criteria, developed by the LowCVP, are technology
neutral but include:
 A Real World Test cycle developed from operational
data
 Incorporation of Full GHG emissions (Incl Methane, N2O
and CO2)
 Full Well to Wheel analysis.

 Ultimate aim is full Life Cycle Analysis of Vehicles

Opportunity – Differentiate for technology applications
 Rapid increase in diesel fleet in Europe led to significant Urban Air
Quality problems.
 Some OEMs now acknowledge that Diesel is not right for small city
cars
 Electric Vehicles are not acceptable for high mileage operation
 Am efficient Hybrid Bus solution is not allowed as Engine from
Passenger car is not approved to HD engine test

Conclusions

Regulations must be:
 Based on high level targets and trajectories independent of party
Politics
 Coordinated across government departments
 Built on broad consensus and collaboration with industry
 Long term, not knee Jerk, to encourage industrial investment
 Based on consistent data and measurement methods
 Technology neutral and forward looking
 Communicated effectively to the buying community
 Appropriate to the application

Any Questions?

The Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership
For more information
secretariat@lowcvp.org.uk
www.lowcvp.org.uk

